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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let n 2 1 be an integer. If B= B, is the (open) unit ball in C” and ,4(B) 
is the algebra of all complex-valued functions that are continuous on B and 
holomorphic in B, then for every f~ A(B) and z E B one has 
f.(4=jsU - ( Z? w>)-“.!-(w) ddw), (1.1) 
where S= i3B is the unit sphere, (T is the only rotation-invariant normalized 
positive Bore1 measure on S, and (z, w ) = z, W, + . . . + z, W,, is the inner 
product in C”. 
Formula (1.1) is the Cauchy formula in B and C(z, w)= (1- (z, w)))” 
(z E B, w E S) is the Cauchy kernel (see [S] for details). 
Using the Cauchy kernel, one defines the (invariant) Poisson kernel 
P(z, w) = C(z, z)-’ I C(z, w)12, 
and one has the equality 
z E B, w E S, 
f(z) =js fYz3 w)f(w) Ww) (1.2) 
for all f E A(B) and z E B, which can be called the (invariant) Poisson 
formula (see also [ 81). 
The Cauchy and Poisson formulas can be easily extended to vector- 
valued holomorphic functions. 
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The aim of this paper is to define operator-valued versions of formulas 
(1.1) and (1.2) by means of appropriate operator-valued kernels, and to 
derive some consequences from the existence of such integral formulas. 
While the operator version of (1.1) can be easily guessed, the extension of 
(1.2) to non-normal operators is not so obvious. It seems that even for 
n = 1 the formula we get, although simple, is not explicitly known. Our 
results will be connected, in the last section, with some problems of dilation 
theory, recently studied in [3,4]. 
2. AN OPERATOR-VALUED CAUCHY TRANSFORM 
Let 4j be a separable Hilbert space and let Y(a) be the algebra of all 
bounded linear operators on 9. 
A muZtioperator on 5 is a finite collection T= (T,, . . . . T,) E 9($)n for 
some integer n > 1. When T,T, = Tk T, for all j, k, then T is said to be a 
commuting multioperator (briefly, a c.m.). 
For two multioperators T, VET($)” we define the operator (T, V) E 
Z(5) by the equality 
(T, V)=T,V:+ ... +T,V,*. 
In particular, either T or V may be an element of C”, regarded as a multi- 
operator. 
For a c.m. TE Y(G)” we denote by a(T) the joint spectrum of T in the 
sense of [9]. If cr( T) c B (B is the open unit ball in Cn), then there exists 
a continuous unital algebra homomorphism 
WB) 3.f+f( T) E di”t-33) (2.1) 
such that c,(T)= Tj, where ii(z) =zj (j= 1, . . . . n) and H(B) is the algebra 
of all holomorphic functions in B. The mapping (2.1) is called the analytic 
functional calculus of T (see [lo] or [12] for details). In addition, since 
B is a domain of holomorphy, the analytic functional calculus of T is 
uniquely determined by the equalities cj( T) = T, (j = 1, . . . . n) (see [ 111). As 
we have A(B) c H(B) (see the Introduction), (2.1) makes sense for the 
functions from A(B). 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let TE P(@)” be a c.m. such that a(T) c B. The 
operator-valued Cauchy kernel is defined by the formula 
C(T,w)=(l-(T,w))-", w E s. (2.2) 
Since a((T,w))= {( z, w) : z E a(T)} by the spectral mapping theorem 
[lo], formula (2.2) makes sense indeed for all w E S. 
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We also set 
C(w,T)=(l-(w,T)))“=C(T,w)*, w E s. (2.3) 
Let C(S) be the algebra of all continuous functions on S. We may define 
w-l(~) = pew, C(T WI Ww) (2.4) 
for every f~ C(S). The assignment 
is called the Cauchy transform off at T. 
In this section we intend to recapture some of the properties of the scalar 
Cauchy transform (see [8, Sect. 3.21) in the operator theory context. 
Let U be the unitary group in C”. If U E U, then U(z) = (U, (z), . . . . U,(z)) 
(z E C”) with Uj (linear) holomorphic functions. Therefore U(T) = 
(u, (T), . ..> U,(T)) is defined for every c.m. TE 9(b)“. As in the scalar case 
[S], the Cauchy transform is invariant under the action of the group U in 
the following sense. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let TE T(5j)” be a c.m. such that a(T) c B. Then 
CCf. UT) = Uf l(U(T)) (2.6) 
for all f E C(S) and U E II. 
Proof: First of all note that 
( U( T’), U( T”)) = (T’, T”), (2.7) 
where T’, T” E .9(B)” are c.m. and UE U. Indeed, if U(z) = 
(Ul (z), . . . . u, @I), then 
uj(z)= i ujkzk, j = 1, . . . . n. 
k=l 
Then we have 
(U(T’), U(T”)) = i ( i ujpQjq) T;T;* 
p,q=l j=l 
= i T;Td’*= (T’, T”), 
p=l 
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since U is unitary. From (2.7) we derive 
C(T, u-‘(w))=C(U(T), w) (2.8) 
for all U E U and w E S. Hence 
CCf. U(T) =Jp, C(T U-‘(w)) Ww) = cCfl(U(n) 
by (2.8) and the invariance of the measure (T under the action of U. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let TEE’” b e a c.m. such that a(T) c B. Then for 
every f E A(B) we have the equality 
CCf I(T) =fV)=/sfbW(T w)Mw). (2.91 
ProoJ: Since both maps (2.1) and (2.4) are continuous, it will suffice to 
show that if f(z) = z;’ . .zr is a monomial, then C[f ](T) is actually 
Ty’ . ‘. Ti;“, where y,, . . . . yn E Z + (the set of non-negative integers). 
First of all let us note that 
(2.10) 
for all z E B and w E S (see [8], especially the proof of Proposition 1.4.10). 
We also have 
(z, w)m= c $ZW 
Ixl=m . 
(2.11) 
with the usual notation concerning the multi-indices (i.e., if CC= 
(a I, ..., 4 E q, then cr! =a,! . ..cr.!, 1~~1 =CI, + ... +a,, and z’=zyl . ..z.* 
for z E V). Therefore, from (2.10) and (2.11), 
C(z, w) = c (n+Id--l)! oL-oL IbO cc! (n- l)! z w 
Sincecr(T)cB, thenp.=sup{]zI:z~~(T)}<l. Hence 
sup{lAl :~~6((T,w)),w~S}~pT<l, 
(2.12) 
showing that for every E > 0 there exists an M, 2 0 such that I] (T, w )” /I < 
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M,(p.+&)“forallwESandmEB+.Assumingp.+&<l,wededucethat 
the series (corresponding to (2.10)) 
if (n+m-lY m-O m! (n - l)! CT, w>“’ 
is absolutely and uniformly convergent in SC(e) for w E S. Therefore, via 
(2.12), 
C(T,w)= c (n+14-1YtiU7a s20 Lx! (n-l)! ’ (2.13) 
with T’ = Tl;l . . . T’fl and the series (2.13) is absolutely and uniformly 
convergent in 5?(5jJ ;br w E S. 
According to the equalities 
s (n - l)! a! Iw~12~~(w)=(n+,a,~1)~’ Cc>0 s 
I w”WP dc( w) = 0, S 
(2.14) 
(see [S, Propositions 1.4.8 and 1.4.9]), we deduce readily from (2.13) and 
(2.14) that 
I w’C(T, w) tic(w)= T’ S 
for every multi-index y E Z:, which implies our assertion. 
We mention that a formula similar to (2.9) can be found in [S], with 
da(w) replaced by a certain differential form. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let Td?($)” be a c.m. such that a(T)c B. If 
f~ A(B), u = Re f, and f (0) is real, then 
~(T)=~~u(w)(~C(T,W)-~)~~(W). (2.15) 
Proof. Assume first f (0) = 0 and that f is holomorphic in a 
neighbourhood of B. Then f has an expansion of the form 
f(z)= c w=, 
cc+0 
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which is uniformly convergent on B. With the notation 
(n-l)! cc! 
c 
nxr = (n + 1 c( 1 - 1 )! 
(2.16) 
replaced in (2.13), we have 
CCfl(U= js ( c c (c,,)-’ Gal@ do(w)=O, (2.17) 
rr#O P>O > 
via the second equality from (2.14). 
Next, assume f~ A(B) and f(0) = 0. If 0 < Y < 1, then fi is holomorphic 
in a neighbourhood of B and f,(O) = 0, where f,.(z) =f(rz). Hence, by 
(2.17) and the continuity of (2.5), 
wlv)=~~I cc.zl(n=o. (2.18) 
Therefore, from Theorem 2.3 and (2.18) 
f(T) = wxn + m1m 
= s u(w)(2C(T, w)- 1) da(w), s 
(2.19) 
since, by (l.l), 
I u da = Re f do = Ref(0) = 0. s I s 
If f(0) ( # 0) is a real number, we apply (2.19) to the function 
f, (z) =f(z) -f(O) and obtain (2.15), using the equality 
J (2C(T,w)-l)do(w)=l, s 
which holds by (2.9). 
3. AN OPERATOR-VALUED POISSON TRANSFORM 
In this section we introduce an operator-valued Poisson kernel and 
describe some of its properties. 
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First of all let us observe that for all z, w E @” and each integer m 2 0 we 
have the equality 
(1-(z,w))“= 2 1 (-l)$)$z%~ 
k=O Ial=k 
= c (-l)‘a’I,(mm_!,a,)!z’w’, III <In 
via (2.11). 
We use the notation 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
whereas c,,, has the meaning from (2.16). 
3.1. LEMMA. The sum 
is equal to one if y = 0 and is null if y # 0. 
Proof From (3.1) we have 
and 
(1- (w, w))“= 1 k,,,wBwP 
pa0 
(1 -(w, w))-“= c (CJl WaWa 
LX>0 
for all w E B, which follows from (2.12). By multiplying 
obtain 
~~o(~+~=~(C,.)-lk.,~)wlll.i=l, 
whence we derive easily our assertion. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.3) and (3.4) we 
Let TEL?($~)~ be a c.m., T= (T,, . . . . T,). We denote by T* the c.m. 
given by (T:, . . . . T,*). For every integer m 3 1 we define the operator 
A’,“‘= 1 k,,,T*“T’EY(!?j). 
I>0 
(3.5) 
We also set A$‘= 1. The operators (3.5) also occur in [3,4]. 
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3.2. DEFINITION. Let TE Y(Js)n be a c.m. such that a(T) c B. The 
operator-valued Poisson kernel is defined by the equality 
P(T, w)=C(w, T)A’;“C(T, w), w E s. (3.6) 
Note that if d(Tn) 2 0, then P( T, w) > 0 for every w E S. 
We may then define 
f’Cfl(T) =jJW P(T, w) Ww) (3.7) 
for every f~ C(S). The assignment 
C(S) 3f-t CCfl(T) E p(J3) (3.8) 
is called the Poisson transform off at T. 
There is also a version of Theorem 2.3 for the Poisson transform: 
3.3. THEOREM. Let TE Y(e)” be a cm. such that a(T) c B. Then for 
every f E A(B) we have the equality 
PCf l(T) =fV)=j f(w)P(T, w)Mw). 
s 
(3.9) 
ProojI As in the case of Theorem 2.3, by reasons of continuity, it is 
sufficient to verify (3.9) only for monomials. Let y E Z: be fixed and let 
B,=(c,J’ T”, CYELTy. (3.10) 
Then (2.13) can be written as 
C(T, w)= 1 @“BE. 
Z>O 
Therefore 
wyC(w, T)A’,“‘C(T, w)=wy 1 w”B,*A’,“’ c Gag,. (3.11) 
120 BbO 
Now we integrate (3.11) over S. This integral may have nonnull terms only 
for tl + y = /?, by (2.14) and it is equal to 
c c”,,+~B,*A’;’ Ba+Y= c c,,,B,* A:“‘B, TY. > 
(3.12) 
120 Or20 
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In order to get (3.9) for f(w) = wi’, it is sufficient o show that 
1 c,,.B,* A:“’ B, = 1. 
LX>0 
Indeed, according to the definition (3.5) 
(3.13) 
c cn,,BI* ( c k,,, T*B Tp B, Z>O 
= C i”‘, 
> 
630 a+P=S 
(c,,)-‘k,l,> T*6 T6= 1, 
via Lemma 3.1, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let TE Y($)” be a c.m. such that a(T)c B. If 
A g’ > 0, then for every f E A(B) with Re f > 0 one has Re f ( T) 2 0. 
Proof: In this case the Poisson kernel (3.6) is positive and the assertion 
is a direct consequence of formula (3.9). 
With the hypothesis of Corollary 3.4, we may obtain the von Neumann 
inequality 
Ilf(T)II <sup If(z f E A(B), (3.14) 
ZEB 
using a method from [7]. As (3.14) is an easy consequence of a result 
contained in the next section, we omit its proof. 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let R E 3’(a) be such that a(R) c D, where D c @ is 
the open unit disc. Then for every f E A(D) we have 
f(R)=j f(n)(l -AR*)-’ (1 -R*R)(l -jR)pldo(l), (3.15) 
8D 
where do(l) = (271-l de for A = eis (0 < 8 < 27~). 
Proof Indeed, if T = (R), then A $!’ = 1 - R*R. We also have C( T, A) = 
(1 -jR)-’ for E,E~D. Hence (3.15) is a particular case of (3.9). 
3.6. LEMMA. Let T E 3’(e)” be a c.m. such that a(T) c B and A ‘,“’ 2 0. 
Then for every f E C(S) one has the estimate 
pCfl(T)ll G2 llf Ilcc) (3.16) 
where II f II m is the sup-norm off: 
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ProoJ: If x, y E sj are arbitrary, then 
<a Ilf IL c J (P(T w)(x+ikY)7x+ikY) Ww) 
k=O .s 
= b II f II 00 i II x + i”Y II z G 2 II f II 00 II x II II Y II > 
k=O 
by (3.9) and a well-known formula, from which we derive (3.16). 
In the scalar case, it is known that the Poisson integral of a continuous 
function converges uniformly, when approaching the boundary, to the 
given function [8]. We seek a similar result in the operator theory context. 
3.7. THEOREM. Let TE Z($)” be a cm. with a(T) c B and A$“’ > 0 for 
m = 1, . . . . n. Then there exists the limit 
v,(f) = ,“_“, PCf I(rT). (3.17) 
r<l 
in the strong operator topology of S?(B) for every f E C(S). 
We do not possess o far a direct proof for Theorem 3.7, when n > 2. An 
indirect proof will be given in the next section, as a consequence of a 
dilation theorem. Nevertheless, we give in the following a direct argument 
for n= 1. 
Let R E Z(b) be such that AcRj - _ (I) 1- R*R 2 0. In other words, R is a 
contraction. This also implies a(R) c D. 
We show that the limit 
qR(f) = ,“_y PCf I(W (3.18) 
exists in the uniform topology of Z($j) for every f E C(3D). 
Assume first that 
f(n)= i ajAi, AgaD, (3.19) 
,= --P 
where p, q 2 0 are integers. Since I 2 I = 1, it follows from (3.15) that 
PCfl(tW = : a,tljlR*IJI + i a,tJRj, 
j= -p ;=o 
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where 0 < t < 1. Therefore (3.18) exists for an f given by (3.19). Moreover, 
II cPR(f)ll = y II fTfl(~~)ll < 2 II f II cc, (3.20) 
by (3.16). Since the functions of the form (3.19) are dense in C(aD), we 
deduce, via (3.20), that (3.18) holds for every f~ C(aD). 
In most of the above considerations we may replace the Cauchy kernel 
by the Bergman kernel 
K(z, w)=(l -(z, w)))“-1, z, w E B. (3.21) 
Then another Poisson type kernel may be obtained, namely 
QG, w) = Nz, z) - ’ I Wz, WI*, z, w E B. (3.22) 
There is also an operator-valued version of (3.22). Indeed, if TE Y(s)” 
is a c.m. such that a(T) c B, then K( T, w) and K(w, T) = K( T, w)* make 
sense for w E S, and we set 
Q(T, w)=K(w, T)A’,“+“K(T, w), w E B, 
with A?+‘) given by (3.5). Then we can state the following. 
(3.23) 
3.8. THEOREM. Let TE 2’($j)” be a cm. such that a(T) c B. Then Jar 
every f E A(B) we have the equality 
f(T) = j f(w) Q(T, w) dv(w)> 
B 
where v is the normalized Lebesgue measure in B. 
To get Theorem 3.8, we can argue as for the proof of Theorem 3.3. We 
omit the details. 
When n = 1 we obtain the following consequence. 
3.9. COROLLARY. Let R E Z(5)) be such that a(R) c D. Then for every 
f~ A(D) we have 
f(R)=j f(L)(l-1R*)-2A$?(1-;1R)-2dv(R), (3.24) 
D 
where A(*)= 1 - 2R*R + R*‘R’ and v is the normalized planar Lebesgue R 
measure in D. 
It is now clear that the same method can be applied to a larger class of 
kernels, associated with certain analytic model atoms over either the unit 
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ball or the unit polydisc in @” (see [l&3], etc.), at least when the respective 
kernel has a fairly explicit form. 
4. SPECIAL SPHERICAL DILATIONS 
Let HP(B) and HP(S) (1 <p < co) be the Hardy spaces on the unit ball 
B or the unit sphere S in C”, which are isomorphic, via a natural isometric 
isomorphism, for each p [S]. We are particularly interested by the spaces 
obtained for p = 2 or p = GO. We also consider the vector version H2(B, sj) 
($ a separable Hilbert space) consisting of those s-valued holomorphic 
functions fin B such that 
sup i II f(rz)ll 2 Wz) < @J. (4.1) o<r<1 s 
Using the corresponding results in the scalar case (see [S, Sect. 5.6]), from 
(4.1) one deduces that the limit 
f-(z) = ?1-“: f(rz) 
exists u-almost everywhere on S and that f - is an b-valued square 
integrable function, whose norm, denoted by 11 f - III, is the square root of 
(4.1). This shows, in particular, that H2(B, 6) can be identified with a 
closed subspace of the space L2(a, $) consisting of all (classes of) $-valued 
square integrable functions on S, via the mapping f -f -. The range of the 
mapping f +f - of H2(B, 8) into L2(o, a,) will be denoted by H2(S, !$), 
and we usually identify H2(B, $) and H2(S, !+j). We mention that the 
convergence (( ,fr -f - /I* + 0 (r -+ 1, f,.(z) =f (rz)) also holds. 
In this section we intend to present some structure and dilation results 
concerning certain commuting multioperators. Similar results have been 
already presented in [3,4]. Nevertheless, our methods, based on the 
previous sections, are different and lead, in some cases, to more explicit 
constructions. 
Let Mj be the multiplication operator M,f (z) = zjf (z) on H’(S, 5) 
(j= 1, . . . . n). Then M=(M,, . . . . M,) is a c.m. in Y(H2(S, Sj)), and so 
is M*. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. The c.m. M* has the following properties: 
(1) A (:!3Ofor l<mdn. 
(2) Al”~*>O,forOdr< 1. 
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The proof of these assertions, with minor modifications, is contained in 
[ 1, 31. For the convenience of the reader (and because some ideas will be 
later used), we sketch some arguments. 
First of all we note that (I ) =S (2) which follows from a more general 
assertion: 
4.2. LEMMA. Let TE p(e)” he a c.m. rf A?’ 2 0 for m = 1, . . . . n, then 
Al”,‘aOfor O,<r< 1. 
Proof Indeed, as noticed in [3], from the identity 
(l-r2(z,M:))“= f (;) rzm( 1 - r2)n-‘n (1 - (2, w))m, 
m-0 
valid for all z, w E @” and r E @, we deduce the equality 
(4.2) 
which implies the statement. 
Therefore it suffices to prove (1). 
Let xi, . . . . X,,E $j, NJ’, . . . . wP~ B be arbitrary and let q 80 be an integer. 
Then 
(4.3) 
since the function (z, w) + (1 - (z, w))-~ is positive definite on Bx B. 
Let C,,.(z)= C(z, W) (z, W) (zEB, WEB) and let 
f= i c,.>ox,. (4.4) 
s=l 
It is easily checked that M,* C,. 0 x = “,C,. @ x for w E B, x E $5, and 
j= 1, . . . . n. Hence 
for every a E Z: . Then, by (1.1) (3.5), (4.3) and (4.5), we have 
(A’,“!f; f > = c k,,,ol(w’)‘(i+ (C,.,, C,,,)(x,, x,) 
1,s. I 
=c (x,,x,)(l- (w’, WS))m-nZO. 
7. I 
(4.5 1 
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We have only to note that the functions of the form (4.4) are dense in 
H*(S, $), showing that (1) holds. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let TEE” b e a c.m. such that a(T) c B. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) d’,“‘>O. 
(2) There exists an isometry V: $ + H*(S, 6) such that VT” = M*aV 
for every a E Z: . 
ProoJ: Assume that (1) holds. We define the linear operator 
( Vx)(z) = D(Tn) C( T, Z) x, XEb,ZEB, (4.6) 
where D(Tn) = (d (m))l/*. Clearly, Vx is analytic in a neighbourhood of B, and 
so Vx E H*(S, 9). Note that 
11 Vx 11; = j-S (1 D(Tn) C( T, Z) x II* da(z) 
=(I 
P(T,Z)xda(z),x = I/x11* 
s > 
since 
5, P( T, 5) x da(z) = s, P( T, z) x do(z) = x 
by (3.9) and the invariance of (T under (real) isometries [S]. 
Now, let f~ H*(S, $j) be represented by the series 
f(z)= C zaaa. 
Or>,0 
An elementary calculation shows that 
(M:f.)(~)=~~~~z’a,.,, j=l 3 . . . . n, 
where er = (0, . . . . 1, . . . . 0), with 1 on thejth position. 
Since 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
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by (2.13) and (2.16), using (4.8) we deduce 
= D’“’ C( T, 2) T T Ix- - (VT.x)(z) I 3 
whence we infer that M*‘V= VT” for every multi-index ~1. 
Consequently ( 1) * (2). 
Conversely, (2) implies 
(4.9) 
(AF’x, x) = 1 k,,,(M*“Vx, M*aVx) 
a30 
=(A’$Vx, Vx)>O 
for all x E 5, by Proposition 4.1. Hence (2) =E. (1). 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let TE p(!jj)” be a c.m. such that a(T) c B and 
A(Tn) > 0. Then T is unitarily equivalent to the restriction of the c.m. 
M* E 9(H2(S, 43))” to an invariant subspace. 
Proof Indeed, condition (2) from Theorem 4.3 implies the invariance of 
VJS under M*. 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let TE S(b)” be a c.m. such that a(T) c B. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A’,“‘>Ofor 1 dmdn. 
(2) A!“,)>Ofor066dr<l andsome6. 
Proof It follows from Lemma 4.2 that (1) * (2) (with 6 = 0). 
Conversely, let r be as in (2). Then a(rT) c B and, by Theorem 4.3, there 
is an isometry V’,: 9 + H2(S, &) such that V,(rT)” = M*“V, for every M. 
Then we have 
for each m = 1, 2, . . . . n, by Proposition 4.1. Letting r + 1, we obtain the 
assertion. 
4.6. Remark. Let TE Z(s) be as in Corollary 4.4. Formula (4.6) shows 
that we may replace the space H2(S, f3) by the space H*(S, a,) in both 
Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4, where DT = (Ag))‘/2 $. Let Nj be the 
operator in L2(o,DT) given by (Njf)(w)=wif(w) (j=l,...,n), and set 
N = (N, , . . . . N,). Then N is a c.m. consisting of normal operators such 
that NFN, + ... + N,* N, = 1. Note also that N,* 1 H2(S, 3,) = Mi, whence 
580/110/1-5 
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T”= V*N”V for all MEZ;, where V is regarded as defined from b into 
L2(o, a,), by (4.6). 
4.7. DEFINITION. Let TE Y(e)” be a c.m. We say that T has a spherical 
dilution if there exist a Hilbert space !R, an isometry V: 5 + %, and a cm. 
.NE 9(‘%)” consisting of normal operators such that NTN, + . . . + 
N,*N, = 1 and T” = V*N”V for each LX E H: . The spherical dilation 
(!R, V, N) is said to be a spherical extension if the space I’$ is invariant 
under N. 
Remark 4.6 shows that if T is as in Theorem 4.3, then T has a spherical 
dilation. 
4.8. DEFINITION [4]. Let Tulip” be a c.m. We say that T is a 
spherical isometry if T: T, + . . . + T,* T,, = 1. 
If T has a spherical extension, then T is a spherical isometry. Conversely, 
every spherical isometry has a spherical extension, as follows from [4]. 
Condition g(T) c B from Theorem 4.3 is somehow restrictive. As in 
[3,4], we may relax this condition by replacing (1) from Theorem 4.3 with 
a stronger requirement. The next result is in the spirit of the discussion 
from [6, Sect. I.lO.l]. 
4.9. THEOREM. Let TE Z(s)’ be a c.m. such that o(T) c B. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A ‘,“‘aOfor l<m<n. 
(2) A$‘80forO<S<r<l andsome6. 
(3) There are two Hilbert spaces a and !R, an isometry 
V: $ + H’(S, 3) @ !R, and a spherical isometry WE Z(S)” such that 
VT=(M*‘@ WE) Vfor all ctEZ:. 
Proof: The equivalence (1) o (2) is precisely Corollary 4.5. Now we 
show that (1) =z. (3), via (2). Fix an r as in (2). Then o(rT) c B and we may 
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. If D$‘= (Ajr;l))1’2 (m = 0, 1, . . . . n), 
we set 
(V,x)(z) = D$C(rT, Z) x 3 XE!&ZEB. (4.10) 
Then, by (4.7), II V,x II2 = II x II 
We also define 
u2 
0:“) C(rT, Z) x (4.11) 
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for m = 1, . . . . IZ. By virtue of (4.2), (4.7) implies 
ll vrxll:= IIx/12= t II KA:. 
WI=0 
(4.12) 
In particular, )I Vn,r~ II 2 d 11 x 11. Therefore 
f,(z) = !‘-“I (~n,rx)(z) (4.13) 
exists c-almost everywhere and defines a function in the space H2(S, a.), 
where DT is the closure of the range of (A (m))‘12. We define the operator R, 
from 5 into H2(S, D,) by the equation (R, x)(z) =fX(z), with f, given by 
(4.13). 
4.10. LEMMA. We have M*“R, = R, T” for all tl E Z:. 
Proof of Lemma 4.10. Note that if z E B one has 
( vn,rx)(z) = r” D(TnW(rT, 5) x 
= r” c (c,,)-’ rla’za D’,“‘T”x, 
Or>0 
(4.14) 
by (2.13) and (2.16). From (4.14) and (4.8) we deduce 
for each j= 1, . . . . n. Hence, letting r -+ 1, we obtain the desired assertion, via 
a simple induction. 
4.11. LEMMA. Let R, be as in Lemma4.10 and let R,=(l-R:R,)‘12. 
Then 
I/R2412= i I/R2Tjxl12, XESj. (4.15) 
j=l 
Proof of Lemma 4.11. We define the operator M, from 9?(B) into 
9(Js) by the equality 
MT(X)= i T;cXT,. (4.16) 
j=l 
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It is easily seen that 
M;(X) = c $ T*“XT’, 
11l=m . bEZ+). (4.17) 
A’,“‘=+&)“(l), 
Since A(TI) 3 0, it is straightforward to prove the estimate )(MT(X) x, y)l 
< II XII II x II II Y II for all x, ye !$ and XE Y(b). Hence II M,/I d 1. 
From (4.14) and (4.17) we obtain 
11 Vn,r~ 11: = r2n f r2k 1 kt,,)-’ IW’,“‘T”xl12 
k=O 10~1 =k 
r2k (Mk,(A PI) x, x). (4.18) 
The series 
(1 -r%,)-“= f ,~,(“‘%-pl4~ 
is absolutely and uniformly convergent in the space of all bounded linear 
operators on Z(B), because of the estimate II r’M,II < r* < 1. Thus (4.18) 
can be written as 
Consequently, 
lim ((1-r2MT)~“(A~))x,x)=I~RIxII~, 
r+l 
via (4.13). 
We want to prove that for each x E $ one has 
lim ((l-MT)(l-(l-r2MT))“(A(Tn)))x,x)=0. 
r-1 
Note first that the limit 
lim (MT((1-r2MT)-n(A(Tn)))~,~) 
r-l 
= i py ((1 -r2M,)p” (A’,“‘) Tjx, Tjx) 
j= I 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
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also exists, by (4.19). In addition, we have 
(1 -r*kqn (1 -MT)II (1) 
((A 1) M,(l -t%4,))‘)k (1). (4.22) 
Therefore, by (4.22), 
lim ((1--MT)(1-(1-r2MT)~“(d(Tn)))~,~) 
r-l 
= -?iy (l-MT) i (a> 
i 
((r*-1)MT(1-A4~)~‘)k(1)X,X 
k=l 
(r2- l)M, i (;) ((r2- l)M,(l -r2M7--lJk 
k=l 
x(1)x,x =o, 
> 
since /1(1-r*M,)~‘II~(l-r*)~‘. 
Relation (4.20) can be rewritten as 
((l-R:R,)x,x)= i ((l-R:R,)Tjx,Tjx), (4.23) 
j=l 
via (4.21), and (4.23) is precisely (4.15). 
We may end now the proof of the implication (1) * (3) from 
Theorem 4.9. We define 
W,R,x = R, Tjx, xE$, j= 1, . . . . n. (4.24) 
Definition (4.24) is correct since, by (4.15), 
i II WjR2412= IIR2~l12~ (4.25) 
j= 1 
Therefore W,, . . . . W,, extend to bounded linear operators on R,!& also 
denoted by W,, . . . . W,. It follows from (4.24) that W,, . . . . W, mutually 
commute, and from (4.25) that W= ( W,, . . . . w,)is a spherical isometry. 
Therefore we have (3), with 3 = a=, ‘%= R2$3, and Vx= R,x@R,x 
(XE5.j). 
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Finally, it follows from (3) that 
A’,“‘= v*(A$@AI;:‘) v= v*(A~&o) v>o 
for all m = 1, . . . . n, by Proposition 4.1, since A’$!‘= 0 because W is a 
spherical isometry. The proof of Theorem 4.9 is now completed. 
4.12. COROLLARY. Let TE 9’(b)” be a c.m. such that o(T) c B. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A’,“‘30 for m= 1, . . . . n and 
lim ((1-r2MT)-“(A(Tn))x,x)=IIxI12 (4.26) 
:t: 
for all x E J3, where M, is given by (4.16). 
(2) There are a Hilbert space D and an isometry V: @ -+ H2(S, D) 
such that VT” = A4*aV for all CI E Z:. 
ProoJ: If (1) holds, then, with the notation from the previous proof, R, 
is an isometry by (4.19), R, =O, and so V= R, and ‘% = (0). 
Conversely, we assume first that T= M* E Y(H2(S, D))n. As A?’ 3 0 for 
m = 1, . . . . n (Proposition 4.1), it suffices to show that (4.26) holds. By virtue 
of (4.22), it will be enough to prove that 
lim ([(r2-1)MT(1-r2MT)-‘]k(1)h,h)=0 
r-1 
(4.27) 
for all h E H2(S, 3) and k = 1, . . . . n. We start with an h of the form C, 0 x, 
where w E B and x E 3 (as in (4.4)). Since T* C,V @ x = W’C,,, @ x for every 
multi-index ~1, we have 
(My-(l) c,.ox, Cw,Ox) 
=,; $ w%“C(w, w) 11Xl12=IW12mC(W,W) 11*112 a M 
for every integer m > 0. Therefore 
(Mk,(l -r2MT)-k (1) C,.@x, C,.@x) 
= 
lf (,,,_7 r2m 
I w 12(m+k) C(w, w) 11x 112 
IX=0 
= lw12k(l -r2 I w l2)pk C(w, w) [Ix~[~, 
by using the series expansion of (1 - r2M,) pk. 
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It is now clear that (4.27) holds for functions h which are linear com- 
binations of functions of the form C, 0 X. Since these linear combinations 
are dense in H2(s, D), and we have 
II[(r’- l)MT(l -?M,))‘]kjl d 1 
for 0 <r < 1, it follows that (4.27) holds for each function h E H*(S, a). 
Finally, if T is as in (2), since we have 
&f(l)= V*M;*(l) V 
for each integer m > 0, we infer 
Mk,(l -r2M,)-k= V*Mk,.(l -r2M,.)--k V, 
showing that (4.27) still holds. Hence (2) j (1). 
4.13. COROLLARY. Let TE Y(e)” be a cm. such that A(T1’ > 0. If 
A(Tn) =0, then T is a spherical isometry. 
Proof. We have to show that actually A(T1) =0. The assertion is a 
particular case of formula (4.20), whose proof uses only the hypothesis 
)I Mrll d 1, which in turn is a consequence of A(T1) 2 0 (see the beginning of 
the proof of Lemma 4.11). 
4.14. Remarks. ( 1) Corollaries 4.12 and 4.13 represent the extreme 
cases of Theorem 4.9, when one of the two terms is missing. Indeed, it 
results from 
llR,xll;= f (“‘2-l) (Mk,(A’,“‘)x,x) 
k=O 
for all XE$, which follows from (4.18) and (4.19), as well as from 
Mk,(A’;‘)>,O for all ke:Z+, that we have R, = 0 if and only if A(Tn) =0. 
Nevertheless, the characterization of spherical isometries does not require 
the full hypothesis of Theorem 4.9, as Corollary 4.13 shows. 
(2) We think that to make condition (4.26) more explicit, i.e., to 
make the following equality 
.+,-y (Mk,(A’,“‘)x,x)=llxl12, XE53, (4.28) 
more explicit, is a problem of some interest. We intend to give later at least 
one argument in this respect. 
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(3) If T full& one of the conditions of Theorem 4.9, then T has, in 
particular, a spherical dilation. Indeed, M* has a spherical dilation as in 
Remark 4.6 and W has a spherical dilation by a result in [4]. The direct 
sum of these spherical dilations provides a spherical dilation for T. 
4.15. COROLLARY. Let REP’ he a contraction. Then there are two 
Hilbert spaces a, 9Z and two isometries V: $j -+ H’(D, a)@‘% and 
WE Y(‘!JI) such that VT = (M* @ W) V, where A4 is the multiplication by 
the independent variable on H2(D, 9). 
This result, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.7, is essentially 
contained in [6, Sect. 1.10.11. 
We have now most of the elements to give a proof of Theorem 3.7. 
Nevertheless. two more lemmas are needed. 
4.16. LEMMA. The limit 
lim 
s 
f(w) P(rM*, w) da(w) 
r+l s 
(4.29) 
exists in the strong operator topology of S?(H*(S, 5)) for each f E C(S). 
Proof: We first calculate (4.29) at an element of H*(S, 5) of the form 
C, @ x, where 5 E B and x E $ (as in (4.4)). 
Note that 
C(rM*, w) C, 0 x = C(rL WI Cc @ x. 
Next, if z E 3, 
(d~,C,0x)(z)=Ck,,.r2”‘za~C((Z)X 
M 
Finally, 
=(l-r’(z,5))“Cc(z)x. (4.31) 
(C(W, rM*) CiOx)(z)= C(w, ry) C,(z)X. (4.32) 
From (4.30)-(4.32) we deduce that 
(4.30) 
(P(rM*, w) C, Ox)(z) 
= C(w, rZ)( 1 - r2 (z, [))” C(ri; w) C(z, [) x. 
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Therefore, since 5 E B, 
lim 
0 
f(w) P(rM*, w) c, 0 x do(w) (z) 
r-l .‘j > 
= s p4 C(w, 4 C(i; w) xddw) 
= s p) C(w, 0 w> w) x ddw) = cu”qoxl(4, 
where f(z) =f(Y). 
From (4.33) we obtain for functions h of the form 
h= i Ci,@xi 
;=I 
that 
lim 
s 
f(w) P(rM*, w) h do(w) = C[fh]. 
r-1 s 
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(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
Relation (4.35) then extends to the whole space H*(S, 6) by the density 
of the functions (4.34) in this space, via the estimate (3.16). 
4.17. LEMMA. Let Te§($)” be a spherical isometry. Then 
lim 
j 
f(w) P( rT, w) da(w) (4.36) 
r-r1 s 
exists in the uniform topology of -Y(5) for each f E C(S). 
Proof: Let NE P’(g) be a spherical extension of T, which exists by a 
result in [4]. Then, by identifying $ with a subspace of ‘8, we have 
T” = N” I$ for all CI E Z:. If Q is the orthogonal projection of ‘% onto $, 
it is easily seen that P(rT, w) = QP(rN, w)] 8, which shows that we may 
assume in (3.36) that T = N. Let E be the spectral measure of N (see, for 
instance, [12]). Then we have 
= j 0 s p4 PC rz, w) do(w) &Z(z). > 
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Since P[f](rz) tends uniformly toy(z) as r + 1 [lo], it follows that (4.36) 
holds for N, and therefore for T. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. If TE $Z($)” is a c.m. such that a(T) c B and 
A’,“‘30 for m= 1, . . . . n, then, by Theorem 4.9, we have an isometry 
V: !Fj --f H2(S, a)@ !R such that VT” = (M*“O IV”) V for all a. Then 
lim 
I 
f(w) P(rT, w) da(w) 
r+l s 
= V* FF, f(w)(P(rM*, w)@ P(rW, w)) da(w) V, 
( 1 s > 
and the limit in the brackets exists, at least in the strong operator topology, 
by Lemmas 4.16 and 4.17. 
4.18. COROLLARY. Let Te.Y(5j)” b e a c.m. such that o(T) c i? and 
A$“‘>0 (m= 1, . . . . n). Then there exists a linear map (pr from C(S) into 
Y(g) with the following properties: 
(1) IIc~Af)ll G2 Ilfllmfor eachfEC(S). 
(2) rffEC(S) andfa0, then qr(f)>O. 
(3) For every analytic polynomial f one has VT(f) = f (T). 
(4) qT IA(B) is multiplicative and II VT(f)11 < /If Ilm for 
each f E A(B). 
ProoJ: The map (pr is defined by (3.17). Then (1) follows easily from 
(3.16). The positivity from (2) is obvious. Property (3) is a consequence of 
(3.9). 
To prove (4), we use the existence of a spherical dilation for T, noted 
in Remark 4.14(3). Let (%, V, N) be a spherical dilation for T (as in 
Definition 4.7). Then f(T) = V*f (N) V for every analytic polynomial f; 
whence II f (T)ll G II f (Nil G II f II m y since N has a spectral measure concen- 
trated on S (see [12] for some details). The remaining assertions from (4) 
follow by the density of the analytic polynomials in A(B). 
An extension of the contractive unital algebra homomorphism from 
Corollary 4.18(4) to the algebra H”(B) of all bounded holomorphic 
functions in B is possible for some special commuting multioperators. As 
mentioned before, we identify H”(B) with the closed subalgebra H”(S) c 
L”(a) consisting of those functions which are radial limits of functions 
from H”(B), via their natural isometric isomorphism [S]. 
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4.19. LEMMA. One has the equality 
lim f(rM* ) h = C[fh] 
r-1 
(4.37) 
for every f E H”(B) and each h E H*(S, sj), where f(z) =f(F). 
Proof. As in other similar cases, we first consider a function 
h E H2(S, 43) of the form Ci @ x, where [ E B and x E !+j. If f~ H”(B), we 
have by (2.9) that 
lim f(rM*) h = lim r’ 1 sf(w) C(rM*, w) do(w) h r-l 
= lim r-l 
(5 
Sf(~) C(r[, w)do(w) C;Qx=f(C) C,Ox. 
1 
But, for z E B, 
f(e) az, 0 x = p(w) C(z, W) C(C, w) x da(w) 
via (1.1) and a change of variables. 
The above calculation shows that (4.37) holds for linear combinations 
of functions of the form C, Ox. Since the Cauchy transform on L2(o, Js) 
can be identified with the orthogonal projection on H’(S, &) (as in 
[8, Theorem 5.6.9]), we also have 
II CCfhl II 2 d II f II m II h II 2 (4.38) 
for such linear combinations h. Therefore (4.37) holds for each 
h E H2(S, $), via (4.38) and an approximation procedure. 
The next theorem is a several variables version of a result from [6, 
Sect. 111.21. It gives a partial answer to a question raised by B. Chevreau in 
a private discussion (see also Remark 4.14(2)). 
4.20. THEOREM. Let TE 6p(!+j)” be a c.m. such that a(T) c B, A$“‘> 0 
(m = 1, . . . . n) and 
lim ((1-r2MT)-“(A~))~,~)=((~((2 
r-l 
for each x E 6. Then there exists a contractive unital algebra homomorphism 
@I~: H”(S) --P S?(sj) such that QT(f) =f( T)f or every analytic polynomial f: 
In addition, if { fk}k c H”(S) is a bounded sequence that converges to zero 
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o-almost everywhere, then the operator sequence (~$~(f~)}~ is strongly 
convergent to zero. 
Proof By virtue of Corollary 4.12, it is sufficient to assume T = 
M* E P(H*(S, J3))“. Then the homomorphism ijT is defined by the left 
hand side of (4.37), and its properties, except the last one, follow either 
directly from the definition or from the estimate (4.38) (which extends to 
H*(S, 9) by density). 
Finally, if {f,}, is a bounded sequence in H2(S) which is convergent o 
zero a-a.e., then we obtain that { C[fk h] }k converges to zero in H*(B, $3) 
for each h E H2(S, $), via the Lebesgue theorem of dominated convergence. 
Therefore (CT(fk) h}k is convergent o zero for each h, by (4.37). 
A multioperator T as in Theorem 4.9 has a special spherical dilation, via 
Remark 4.14(3). We can obtain the existence of a (less special) spherical 
dilation in a more direct manner, also using the techniques from the 
previous sections. Nevertheless, we omit the details. 
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